
Detection tools, such as SIEM, still serve as the operating system of most SOCs. And although they are capable of providing 

comprehensive threat coverage, security teams struggle to develop and implement enough new detections to keep up with 

emerging threats and lack the resources and capability to audit their existing rules for misconfigurations or excess noise. 
This means your detection stack is not optimized to cover the highest-priority MITRE ATT&CK techniques relevant to your 

organization. These implementation and maintenance gaps have remained difficult for detection engineers to manage and 
leave enterprises exposed to a large array of attacks without any visibility into their detection posture.

Eliminate Detection Coverage Gaps with Automation and MITRE ATT&CK

Detection Posture Management

Strengthen the Detection Posture 

of Your Existing SOC Tools

Detect the threats that matter most. Always.

Increase the Effectiveness of Your Existing Security Stack and Team

 Map current detection coverage to MITRE ATT&CK for continuous visibility

 Automatically detect and fix broken, misconfigured, and noisy rules
 Receive new, deployment-ready rules and recommendations for the threats relevant to you

 Automate manual tasks to free up team members to perform high-value work

Integrations



Report Trends and Track Improvement

About CardinalOps
Powered by automation and MITRE ATT&CK, the CardinalOps platform continuously assesses and strengthens the detection 

coverage of your existing SIEM and detection tools so you can detect the threats that matter most. Always. Native API-driven 

integrations include Splunk, Microsoft Sentinel, IBM QRadar, Google Chronicle, and CrowdStrike.
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Proactively Assess and Strengthen the Detection 

Coverage of your Existing Tools

Challenges CardinalOps Addresses
 How do we continuously improve our detection posture to reduce risk?

 Are we missing detections for the MITRE ATT&CK techniques and adversaries most relevant to our 
business?

 Do we have detection rules that are broken due to ongoing changes in our infrastructure – creating 
additional gaps for attackers?

 How do we quickly onboard new detections for new log sources (AWS, Azure, GCP, Wiz, etc.) and 
high-profile vulnerabilities (log4j, Follina, etc.)?

 How do we report our detection posture to the business and other teams using standard metrics and 
heatmaps?

Receive New Rule Recommendations

Operationalize Threat Intelligence Analyze and Tune Noisy Rules


